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Abstract
Peptide mapping is a key analytical method for studying the primary structure of proteins. The sensitivity of the
peptide map to even the smallest change in the covalent structure of the protein makes it a valuable ‘finger-print’ for
identity testing and process monitoring. We recently conducted a full method validation study of an optimised
reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (RP–HPLC) tryptic map of a therapeutic anti-CD4 IgG1
monoclonal antibody. We have used this method routinely for over 1 year to support bioprocess development and test
production lots for clinical trials. Herein we summarize the precision and ruggedness of the testing procedure and the
main findings with respect to ‘coverage of amino acid sequence’ and limits-of-detection for various hypothetical
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structural variants. We also describe, in more detail, two unanticipated insights into the method gained from the
validation study. The first of these is a potentially troublesome side-product arising during the reduction/alkylation
step. Once the cause of this side-product was identified, it was easily prevented. We also report on subtle changes to
the peptide map upon extended storage of the digest in the autosampler. These findings helped us to develop a
‘robust’ method for implementation in a quality control laboratory. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Rapid advances in analytical methods and in-
strumentation have made it incumbent on work-
ers in biotechnology to provide more rigorous
structural characterization and quality control of
recombinant protein drugs [1–3]. The expression
by the host cells of a homogenous protein with
the desired amino acid sequence is a fundamental
requirement. Moreover, the gene sequence is not
sufficient to predict the final product since the
nascent protein is often subject to various chemi-
cal modifications following translation of the
gene, many of which can be affected by the partic-
ular cell line and the conditions under which the
cells are maintained. Proteolysis, phosphorylation,
N-terminal acetylation, and pyroglutamate forma-
tion are common examples of post-translational
modifications and the use of mammalian cell cul-
ture has added glycosylation to the picture. All
these elements of the structure can be experimen-
tally verified with modern analytical methods.

Peptide mapping [4–10] is an essential tech-
nique for studying the primary structure of
proteins. For recombinant protein pharmaceuti-
cals, peptide mapping is used for the initial ‘proof
of structure’ characterization, i.e. to confirm ex-
pression of the desired amino acid sequence and
to characterize any post-translational modifica-
tions. Further, peptide mapping is employed for
subsequent lot-to-lot identity testing (‘finger-print-
ing’) in support of bioprocess development and
clinical trials. Peptide mapping is also the current
method of choice for monitoring the ‘genetic sta-
bility’ of recombinant cell lines [11,12].

In recent times, peptide mapping has become a
much more rapid and convenient method [8] and
this greatly expands its utility for process moni-
toring and other higher volume applications. For

an analyst to reduce, alkylate, and digest a dozen
or more samples in parallel over the course of a
working day, well nigh impossible by the older
procedures, is now fairly routine. We recently
completed a full validation study of an optimized
RP–HPLC tryptic mapping method for a thera-
peutic anti-CD4 IgG1 monoclonal antibody [13]
produced by large-scale mammalian cell culture.
The method is diagrammed in Fig. 1 and a typical
example of the data shown in Fig. 2. Large sav-
ings in time and labor can be gained by the use of
gel-filtration instead of dialysis for removing the
excess reagents and exchanging the car-
boxymethylated protein into the digestion buffer.
Efficient sample ‘clean-up’ (desalting) enhances
the efficiency of the trypsin digestion. It is espe-
cially critical to remove guanidinium ions prior to
digestion as guanidinium is a competitive binding
inhibitor of trypsin. Traditionally, ammonium bi-
carbonate is used as a digestion buffer because of
its advantage of being ‘volatile’. Unfortunately,
this widely used digestion buffer is not very favor-
able to the activity of trypsin. The Tris/HCl
buffer in Fig. 1 and other digestion buffers [7,9]
support considerably more rapid proteolysis than
ammonium bicarbonate for a given amount of
trypsin and digestions can thus be run over sev-
eral hours rather than overnight. In this report,
we provide an overview of the method validation
study for this rapid tryptic mapping method and
focus on two findings that were of special practi-
cal relevance.

2. Experimental

The anti-CD4 IgG1 monoclonal antibody [13]
was produced in recombinant CHO cells by
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SmithKline Beecham. Trypsin (TPCK-treated)
was from Worthington Biochemical Corporation
unless stated otherwise. Endoproteinase Lys-C
(Achromobacter protease I) was from Wako Pure
Chemical Industries, Limited. Synthetic peptides
were made by standard solid-phase methods
(American Peptide Company) and characterized
by RP–HPLC, amino acid analysis, and MALDI-
TOF MS. Dithiothreitol and sodium iodoacetate
were from Aldrich Chemical Company. Water
was purified on a Milli-Q UV Plus system (Mil-
lipore). Disposable prepacked Bio-Gel P-6 (Bio-
Rad Econo-Pac 10DG) and G-25 gel columns
(Pharmacia NAP-5) were used for buffer
exchanges.

RP–HPLC was performed, unless stated other-
wise, on a Hewlett Packard 1090M with DR5
pumping system, static mixer (HP PN 79835-
873307), thermostated column oven, and diode-
array UV detector (DAD) with 4 mm slit and
standard 6 mm flow-cell. The eluents used
throughout were: (A) 0.1% v/v TFA in water; and
(B) 0.1% v/v TFA in 80% acetonitrile. Liquid-
phase acid hydrolysis of the carboxymethylated
protein and selected peptides was in 6 M HCl at
110°C overnight and compositions and recoveries
determined quantitative amino acid analysis (nor-
leucine internal standard) was performed by ion-
exchange/postcolumn-derivatization (ninhydrin)
on a Beckman 6300 amino acid analyzer. Amino

Fig. 1. Procedure for rapid tryptic mapping of the anti-CD4 IgG1.
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Fig. 2. Typical RP–HPLC tryptic mapping data for anti-CD4. Detection at 215 and 280 nm.

acid compositions were also determined for large
sets of isolated peaks by batch-wise vapor-phase
acid hydrolysis by using the apparatus of Meltzer
et al. [14] and amino acid analysis by the DABS-
Cl precolumn-derivatization/RP–HPLC method
of Knecht and Chang [15]. SDS-PAGE (4–20%
tris-glycine) in the presence or absence of reducing
agent (dithiothreitol) was by the Laemmeli
method. Ten micrograms of each of the samples
were applied to the gel following incubation (10
min at 70°C) in the appropriate sample buffer.
Immediately following electrophoresis samples
were visualized with Coomassie blue R-250 stain.

Sequencing was performed on a Hewlett-Pack-
ard G1005A Protein Sequencer as described ear-
lier [16]. Peptides were immobilized on HP
biphasic sequencer columns by the standard pro-

cedure, i.e. wetting the column with 1 ml of
methanol, followed by 1 ml of dilute aqueous
TFA, and then applying the sample. On-line RP–
HPLC detection and quantitation of the PTH
amino acids was performed by the standard HP
method with one modification; i.e. S-car-
boxymethylcysteine (Sigma) was added to the
standard mixture of PTH amino acids LC/ESI-
MS of the tryptic digest was performed using the
standard LC conditions below on a Hewlett Pack-
ard 1090M LC interfaced, via a flow-splitter, to a
Perkin-Elmer/Sciex API III electrospray ioniza-
tion mass spectrometer. MALDI-TOF MS was
performed in sinapinic acid or a-cyano-4-hydrox-
ycinnamic acid matrix on a Hewlett Packard
2025A LD-TOF mass spectrometer using external
MW standards.
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Reduction/alkylations were carried out by
evaporating the antibody sample to dryness, dis-
solving the residue to 10 mg ml−1 in 6 M
guanidine hydrochloride, 1.2 M Tris/HCl buffer
(pH 8.1), reducing with 50 mM DTT at 65°C for
30 min, alkylating with 120 mM sodium iodoac-
etate at room temperature for 40 min in the dark,
and then desalting the carboxymethylated anti-
body into 50 mM Tris/HCl, 1 mM CaCl2 (pH 8.1)
digestion buffer by use of a pre-packed disposable
gel-filtration column (Bio-Rad Econo-Pac 10DG
Bio-Gel P-6 column).

Tryptic digestions of the resulting 2.0 mg ml−1

carboxymethylated antibody in 50 mM Tris/HCl,
1 mM CaCl2 (pH 8.1) were carried out with 0.02
mg ml−1 trypsin (Worthington Biochemical,
bovine pancreatic, TPCK-treated) at 37°C for 2 h.
Digestions were halted by acidifying to �pH 2
with 1.0 M HCl. RP–HPLC of the tryptic digest
(RP–HPLC mapping) was performed using the
above eluents, and the following: Vydac 218TP54
C18 column (4.6×250 mm) thermostated at
35°C; gradient: 5–40% B in 60 min, 60–100% B
in 20 min at 1.0 ml min−1; detection at 215 and
280 nm.

Carboxymethylated heavy and light chains of
anti-CD4 were isolated by RP–HPLC (Fig. 3) on

a PerSeptive Biosystems Poros R/H (4.6×100
mm) column at 75°C; flow: 1.0 ml min−1; detec-
tion: 215 and 280 nm; gradient: 30–50% B in 7
min. The purified chains were then buffer-ex-
changed into the 50 mM Tris/HCl, 1 mM CaCl2
(pH 8.1) digestion buffer and trypsin digestion
(100/1 S/E, 37°C, 2 h) and RP–HPLC mapping
performed according to the standard method (Fig.
1).

Fc and Fab were prepared [17] by trypsin diges-
tion (100/1 wt:wt S/E) of 10 mg ml−1 native
anti-CD4 in 50 mM Tris/HCl, 1 mM CaCl2 (pH
8.1) at room temperature for 24 h and purified by
RP–HPLC on a PerSeptive Biosystems Poros R/
H (4.6×100 mm) column at 75°C; flow: 2.0 ml
min−1; detection: 215 and 280 nm; gradient: 38–
52% B in 6 min at 1.0 ml min−1. The purified Fc
and Fab were evaporated to dryness and reduc-
tion/carboxymethylation, trypsin digestion, and
RP–HPLC mapping performed according to the
standard method (Fig. 1).

Oxidation of Met residues in anti-CD4 to
Met(O) was done by dissolving a 5 mg portion of
anti-CD4 in 250 ml of 5% v/v acetic acid/HCl (pH
1.5) buffer, adding 3 ml of 30% hydrogen perox-
ide, allowing to vial to stand at room temperature
for 60 min, and then evaporating to dryness.

Fig. 3. RP–HPLC analysis of carboxymethylated anti-CD4. The light and heavy chains were isolated and analyzed by MALDI-
TOF MS and tryptic mapping. Detection at 280 nm.
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Tryptic mapping of the oxidized anti-CD4 residue
was by the standard method (Fig. 1).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization and reco6eries of
carboxymethylated antibody and tryptic peptides

Efficient carboxymethylation was demonstrated
for three separate preparations of reference stan-
dard. Amino acid analysis (AAA) gave an average
S-carboxymethylcysteine content of 87% of the
theoretical 32 moles per mole IgG1. The recovery
of the carboxymethylated protein immediately
prior to adding trypsin was found by quantitative
AAA, using norlecuine as an internal standard, to
be 90% versus the starting material. The
Coomassie-Blue stained SDS-PAGE gel showed
heavy and light chain bands in good purity (\
95%), with the correct apparent molecular weights
and the correct 2-to-1 ratio of staining intensities
for the heavy versus the light chain. Purity of the
carboxymethylated protein was also assessed by
RP–HPLC (Fig. 3). The method of Gill and von
Hippel [18], for calculating UV extinction coeffi-
cients for proteins at 280 nm based on their
amino acid compositions, was used to calculate a
theoretical ratio of peak areas for the heavy ver-
sus the light chain of 2.10 and we found a value of
2.09 from the data in Fig. 3. MALDI-TOF MS of
the isolated peaks gave the expected m/z values
for the light chain (m/z in kDa of 22.90 obs, 22.73
theor for MH+; 11.47 obs, 11.37 theor for MH2

2+

) and heavy chain (m/z in kDa of 51.15 obs, 52.34
theor for MH+; 25.66 obs, 26.17 theor for MH2

2+

).
Shown in Fig. 4 is a full set of peak assignments

for the RP–HPLC tryptic map that account for
651 of the 663 residues (98%) in the IgG1 primary
structure (Fig. 5). These assignments are based on
comparative tryptic mapping of IgG1 and purified
light chain, heavy chain, Fc, and Fab domains
(Figs. 6 and 7); endopeptidase Lys-C mapping of
the IgG1 (Fig. 8); electrospray ionization mass
spectral detection of the map (LC/ESI-MS); and
extensive AAA and N-terminal sequencing (Ed-
man degradation) of isolated peaks. The tryptic

map peak assignments in Fig. 4 are based on
combinations of the following data:
1. The m/z value(s) from LC/ESI-MS.
2. Amino acid composition.
3. N-Terminal sequence.
4. UV absorption at 280 nm?
5. Same peak in endoproteinase Lys-C map?
6. Same peak in tryptic map of purified heavy or

light chain?
7. Same peak in tryptic map of purified Fc or

Fab domain?
The combinations of the above seven parameters
measured for each peak are summarized in Tables
1 and 2. Parameters 4–7 above were obtained for
all the peaks in the map.

LC/ESI-MS was obtained for nearly all the
peaks with the exception of those small peptides
(B250 Da) that fell below the spectral range.
Amino acid compositions were obtained for
nearly all the peaks. N-terminal sequencing was
used only selectively. Comprehensive characteriza-
tion of peptide maps has traditionally been ac-
complished by the microchemical methods of
N-terminal sequencing (Edman degradation) and
AAA and, more recently, mass spectrometry.

LC/ESI-MS is very valuable in that it gives a
large amount of ‘m/z information’ across the en-
tire map from a single instrument run. However,
sifting through all this MS data can be laborious
and identifications by MS alone can sometimes be
difficult or ambiguous without some other inde-
pendent data. Some combination of MS and mi-
crochemical methods is usually sufficient to
identify nearly all peptide species in the map. The
information contained in criteria 4–7 can be use-
ful in a different way. Consider, for example, the
H260-278 peak eluting at 45.8 min (Fig. 4). Figs.
6–8 reveal that this peak lacks 280 nm signal,
belongs to the heavy chain and the Fc domain,
and is not present in the Lys-C map. This narrows
down the possible assignments for the 45.8 min
peak from the 53 total theoretical tryptic frag-
ments in anti-CD4 to the 12 theoretical tryptic
fragments 16–18, 20, 24, 28–31, 36, and 38 in the
Fc portion of the heavy chain (Table 2). Several
of these 12 theoretical tryptic fragments are amino
acids or small oligopeptides and can thus be
eliminated from consideration on this basis.
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Fig. 4. Peak assignments for the RP–HPLC tryptic map of carboxymethylated anti-CD4 IgG1. The peptides are identified by
residue numbers and ‘H’ for heavy chain or ‘L’ for light chain (refer to Fig. 5 for amino acid sequences).

Selected tryptic peptides were collected from
the standard RP–HPLC of the digest and their
recoveries determined by quantitative AAA.
Briefly, the effluent from the UV detector was
manually collected in borosilicate hydrolysis tubes
for the four representative peptides, H322–324
(5.3 min), L1–7 (22.1 min), H421–443 (48.1 min),
and L131–150 (67.6 min). These tubes were then
spiked with norleucine internal standard, flame-

sealed, hydrolyzed, and the hydrolysate run on
a Beckman 6300 amino acid analyzer. The pep-
tide recoveries versus the known amount of
digest injected onto the column, as determined
above by AAA of the carboxymethylated protein
were 126, 112, 91, 100% for H322–324, L1–7,
H421–443, and L131–150, respectively. These
recoveries are reasonably high and close to
equimolar.
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Anti-CD4 is a glycoprotein of the immunoglob-
ulin G1 (IgG1) structural type and contains two
identical copies each of the light and heavy chains
(Fig. 5). All 32 cysteines in anti-CD4 are disulfide
bonded. The N-linked oligosaccharides are at-
tached to asparagine 301 of the heavy chain. The
two main glycoforms of the H297–305 glycopep-
tide, which differ by a single terminal galactose
[19], are partially resolved in the RP–HPLC tryp-
tic map (Fig. 4). The heavy chain contains a
pyroglutamate residue (pGlu) which is generated
post-translationally from an N-terminal glu-
tamine. The gene also encodes for a C-terminal
lysine 451 residue in the heavy chain which is
nearly completely absent in the final protein
product. Presumably, this lysine is removed by a

carboxypeptidase. These three post-translational
modifications to anti-CD4 were all confirmed and
are typical for an IgG1 [20–26].

3.2. Incomplete reduction of CH3 disulfide-loop
due to insufficient sample dissolution

Early in the validation exercise, we observed an
unusual peak at 65.5 min that occurred only sporad-
ically. This was identified as a mixture of un-
reduced/undigested H343–450, H345–450, H343–
443, and H345–443, i.e. essentially an entire CH3
immunoglobulin fold (Fig. 9) with ‘ragged ends’.
This identification was based on analysis of the iso-
lated peak by N-terminal sequencing and MALDI-
TOF MS (MW in kDa for H343–450: 12.15

Fig. 5. The peptides detected in the RP–HPLC tryptic map of the CM-Cys anti-CD4 IgG1 in Fig. 4 account for 651 of the 663
residues (98%) in the amino acid sequence. Those residues not detected in the map are underlined.
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Fig. 6. Tryptic mapping of the purified heavy and light chains of CM-Cys anti-CD4 IgG1. The chains were purified by RP–HPLC
as shown in Fig. 3.

obs, 12.15 theor; H345–450: 11.96 obs, 11.95 theor;
H343–443: 11.52 obs, 11.51 theor; H345–443:
11.31 obs, 11.31 theor). This species, when present,
was typically at 15–20 mole percent. Essentially the
same CH3 disulfide-loop species was identified by
LC/MS tryptic mapping of a similar humanized

IgG1 several years ago [20]. This CH3 disulfide-loop
portion of the protein is apparently quite resistant
to proteolysis. The extreme reluctance of the CH3
domain to unfold may be due, at least in part, to the
very high number of proline residues throughout
this region of the human sequence.
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Some IgG1 samples formed a dense glassy pel-
let upon evaporation at the very beginning of the
procedure (Fig. 1). We suspected that the rather
slow dissolution of this glassy pellet in the
guanidine hydrochloride buffer might be causing

the incomplete reduction of the CH3 disulfide-loop
and proved this to be true by a definitive experi-
ment wherein pellets were purposefully left undis-
solved and partially dissolved (Fig. 10). In
conclusion, the analyst should take particular care

Fig. 7. Tryptic mapping of separate Fc and Fab domains of anti-CD4 IgG1 prepared by specific trypsin cleavage at the
Lys226–Thr227 in the ‘hinge’ region of the native IgG1.
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Fig. 8. Comparative peptide mapping of anti-CD4 IgG1 with endoproteinase Lys-C and trypsin.

to ensure that the sample pellet dissolves com-
pletely before proceeding any further.

3.3. Tryptic digest stability

The tryptic digest for this IgG1 is a complex
mixture of �50 peptides with unique solubility
and other chemical properties. A number of real-
istic storage conditions were tested, including
room temperature, 4°C, and −70°C. Fig. 11
shows expanded overlay plots revealing two subtle
changes to the map occurring upon extended stor-

age in the polypropylene autosampler vial at
room temperature. A decrease in the H40–44
peak (3.9 min) correlated well with the appear-
ance of a new peak at 4.6 min. LC/ESI-MS
indicated that this new peak is the pyroglutamate
(pGlu) derivative [29] of H40–44 formed by loss
of ammonia from the N-terminal glutamine on
this fragment (Fig. 11). This formation of pyrog-
lutamate from N-terminal glutamine residues gen-
erated by trypsin digestion under these
RP–HPLC mapping conditions is well known in
the literature [29,30].
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The second change was a decrease in the L60–
103 peptide eluting at 62.9 min, which was as-
signed as L60–103. The disappearance of this
peptide was not associated with any correspond-
ing appearance of a new peak or peaks elsewhere
in the map and is probably due to precipitation or
adsorption to the vial walls. As long as the digest
is not stood longer than a typical working day at
room temperature, the map does not change
significantly.

The digest is also extremely stable when stored
at −70°C and is not affected by up to five
freeze/thaw cycles. The ability to store the tryptic
digests and the carboxymethylated protein for
long periods at −70°C can be useful. A ‘frozen
archive’ can be maintained so that samples can be
retrieved for further analysis at a future date. For
example, it is sometimes desirable to rerun the
RP–HPLC in order to isolate a selected peak or
peaks for further investigation without having to
repeat the entire procedure.

3.4. Selecti6ity: limits-of-detection (LOD) for
hypothetical structural 6ariants

The purpose of this section was to test the
capability of the method to detect hypothetical
modifications to the antibody structure. Any con-
ceivable change, no matter how small, will cause a
new peak to appear in the tryptic map at the
expense of the ‘parent’ peak with the notable
exception a pre-existing hydrolysis (‘clip’) at a
Lys–Xaa or Arg–Xaa bond. We have chosen
examples of rather small changes that are of some
practical relevance to the production and storage
of the protein and the use of the map to monitor
genetic stability. The results of this section are
summarized in Table 3.

Ideally, a digest of pure selectively modified
protein is mixed with a control digest in varying
proportions. One then observes a decrease in peak
response for the unmodified (‘parent’ or ‘wild-
type’) tryptic peptide and a corresponding in-

Table 1
Summary of characterization of the light chain (L) tryptic peptides in the RP–HPLC tryptic map of anti-CD4 IgG1 in Fig. 1a

AAALC-MSFc/FabLys-C280 nmrt (min)CommentsCNc SEQChain

22.10711L + Fab + + +
32.72 FabL +2 +8 28

29 nf FabL 293
29 Partial cleavage 32.00 Fab + +L 82–3

++Fab+L 53.3959304
103 63.81 + Fab + +L 605

6 104 111 30.69L Fab + +
++Fab+L 44.351301127

8 131 150 67.60L + + Fab + +
157 9.45 + Fab + +9L 151

10 158 167 12.93L + Fab + +
11 168 172 3.72L + Fab + +
12 173 187 48.56L + Fab+ +++

3.9519018813L ++Fab+
+Fab++14 22.67L 205191 ++

Fab+14.4321320615L + ++

a Abbreviations: c , number of tryptic peptide fragment (versus N-terminus of light chain); N, sequence position of N-terminal
residue; C, sequence position of C-terminal residue; rt, RP–HPLC retention time; 280 nm, + indicates that peptide contains Tyr
and/or Trp and is thus predicted to have UV absorption at 280 nm; Lys-C, + indicates that peptide is predicted to be common to
both tryptic and endoproteinase Lys-C maps; LC-MS, + indicates that peak was identified by LC/ESI-MS; AAA, + indicates that
amino acid composition was determined by amino acid analysis of isolated peak; SEQ, + indicates that N-terminal sequence was
determined by Edman degradation of isolated peak.
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Table 2
Summary of characterization of the heavy chain (H) tryptic peptides in the RP–HPLC tryptic map of CM-Cys anti-CD4 IgG1 in
Fig. 1a

N C Comments rt (min) 280 nmChain Lys-Cc Fc/Fab LC-MS AAA SEQ

1 39 nfH 1 Fab
1 39 pGlu1 66.41H +1 Fab + + +
37 39 Chymotryptic clip 22.67 +H Fab + + +
40 44 3.95H 2 Fab + +
40 44 pGlu40 4.602H Fab

H 3 45 68 54.65 + Fab + +
69 77 29.694H Fab + +
78 83 43.24H +5 Fab + +
84 85 6.206H Fab +

7H 86 103 53.39 + Fab + +
104 125 68.27 +8 +H Fab + +

7–8H 86 125 Partial cleavage 78.09 + Fab + +
H 9 126 137 40.44 + Fab + +

138 151 38.7510 +H Fab + +
152 214 66.14 +H +11 Fab + +
152 163 Clip 50.19 +H Fab + + +

H 164 214 Clip 62.63 + Fab + + +
215 217 nf12H Fab + +

13H 218 218 nf Fab + +
215 218 4.30H 12–13 Fab + +
219 222 4.3014H Fab +
223 226 3.72H 15 Fab + +
227 252 60.3116H Fc + +

15–16H 223 252 Partial cleavage 59.37 Fc + +
253 259 29.6917H Fc + +

18H 260 278 45.61 Fc + +
H 19 279 292 44.35 + + Fc + +

293 296 nf20H Fc
297 305 Glycan a 13.81 +H 21 Fc + + +
297 305 Glycan b 14.03 +21H Fc + + +

22H 306 321 62.96 + Fc + + +
306 321 b-Asp321 62.63 +22H Fc + + +

23H 322 324 5.30 + + Fc + +
325 326 nfH 24 Fc
325 330 6.9124–25 +H Fc + +
331 338 28.51H +26 Fc + +
339 342 6.5127 +H Fc + +

28H 343 344 nf Fc
345 348 nf29H Fc

30H 349 359 nf Fc
360 364 nfH 31 Fc
349 364 36.0330–31H Fc + +
365 374 42.42H +32 Fc + +
375 396 48.90 +33 +H Fc + + +

33H 375 396 b-Asp388 48.56 + + Fc + + +
375 396 Asp388 49.65 +33 +H Fc + + +

34H 397 413 51.98 + + Fc + +
397 411 Chymotryptic clip 57.61 +H Fc + +
414 418 15.8435 +H Fc + +
419 420 nfH 36 Fc
421 443 48.11 +37H Fc + +

38H 444 451 nf + Fc
444 450 desLys451 28.51 +38 FcH + + +

a Abbreviations: c , number of tryptic peptide fragment (versus N-terminus of heavy chain); N, sequence position of N-terminal
residue; C, sequence position of C-terminal residue; rt, RP–HPLC retention time; 280 nm, + indicates that peptide contains Tyr
and/or Trp and is thus predicted to have UV absorption at 280 nm; Lys-C, + indicates that peptide is predicted to be common to
both tryptic and endoproteinase Lys-C maps; LC-MS, + indicates that peak was identified by LC/ESI-MS; AAA, + indicates that
amino acid composition was determined by amino acid analysis of isolated peak; SEQ, + indicates that N-terminal sequence was
determined by Edman degradation of isolated peak.
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crease for the modified (or ‘mutated’) peptide. We
estimated LOD’s for the oxidation of the two
methionine residues in anti-CD4 in this way.
Briefly, the methionine residues in anti-CD4 were
quantitatively converted to methionine sulfoxide
via a mild selective oxidation of native anti-CD4
with hydrogen peroxide. The oxidized anti-CD4
was then reduced, carboxymethylated, and di-
gested with trypsin according to the method along
with a control sample of the unmodified anti-
CD4.

It was not obvious to us at the outset that
methionine sulfoxide residues would be stable
with respect to the DTT reduction step of the
method (Fig. 1). The reduction of Met(O) to Met
by thiol reductants is known [31] and, in fact, this
redox chemistry has been employed for the re-
versible protection of Met side chains [32]. More-
over, Met(O) is well known to be partially
converted to Met during amino acid analysis and
Edman sequencing [33]. In other words, if Met(O)
were to be completely or partially reduced to Met
during the procedure then this type of peptide

mapping method might be of little or no use for
detecting Met(O) in proteins. However, the quan-
titative recovery of the [Met(O)432]H421–443 pep-
tide (41.3 min) and corresponding complete
disappearance of the parent H421–443 peak
(48.2) in the map of the oxidized anti-CD4 (Fig.
12) shows that Met(O) is not reduced to Met by
this tryptic mapping method.

The two methionine-containing peptide frag-
ments in the anti-CD4 IgG1 map are H421–443
(48.2 min) and H253–259 (29.8 min). The
modified form of the H421–443 peptide,
[Met(O)432]H421–443, appears in the map of the
oxidized sample at 41.4 min as a ‘doublet’ or ‘split
peak’. The [Met(O)432]H421–443 peak is a ‘dou-
blet’ because oxidation of methionine to methion-
ine sulfoxide results in a new chiral center at the
sulfur atom and thus a racemic mixture of
diastereomeric peptides [33]. The pair of
diastereomeric peptide sulfoxides is sometimes re-
solved or partially resolved by RP–HPLC but not
in all cases [34]. The other methionine-containing
peptide, H253–259 (29.7 min), is oxidized to
[Met(O)256]H253–259 eluting at 25.1 min in the
map of the oxidized protein (Fig. 12).

An approximate LOD for oxidation of Met432

to Met(O)432 was determined by spiking of the
standard tryptic digest of anti-CD4 IgG1 (con-
trol) with 0, 2, 5, 10, 15, and 20% of the digest of
the oxidized anti-CD4 IgG1 as shown in Fig. 13.
From these data we estimate the LOD to be
�5% oxidation of this methionine as evidenced
by the small but clearly noticeable ‘doublet’ ap-
pearing at 41.4 min for the 5% spike. Although
oxidation Met432 manifests itself both by the in-
crease of a new peak for [Met(O)432]H421–443 at
41.4 min and by a corresponding decrease of the
parent H421–443 peak at 48.2 min, the increase
of the new peak is much easier to detect for
samples near the LOD. Similarly, the LOD for
oxidation of Met256 to Met(O)256 as detected by
the step-wise increase of the relatively small
[Met(O)256]H253–259 peak was determined to be
�10%. The LOD for Met(O)256 is twice that for
Met(O)432 simply because it happens to reside in a
tryptic peptide, [Met(O)256]H253–259, that is con-
siderably shorter than [Met(O)432]H421–443 and
thereby absorbs less at 215 nm (the 215 nm UV
response is roughly proportional to the number of

Fig. 9. Structure of an IgG1 with residues 343–450 in one
heavy chain indicated by the ‘ribbon’ representation. This
‘unreduced/undigested CH3 disulfide-loop species’ comprises a
complete immunoglobulin fold. Drawing was created using the
program Rasmol [2] and ‘composite’ IgG atomic coordinates
[28].
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Fig. 10. Experiment showing that the peak at 65.5 min for the unreduced/undigested CH3 disulfide-loop species (Fig. 9) is caused
by incomplete dissolution of the glassy sample pellet at the very start of the procedure.

peptide bonds). In summary, this experiment de-
termined the exact retention times and profiles for
peaks in the map resulting from oxidation of the
Met residues to Met(O) as well as approximate
LOD values.

Not all chemical modifications of interest can
be carried out in the laboratory as readily as the
above selective oxidation of methionine residues.
For example, a hypothetical ‘mutation’ at single
amino acid residue by use of recombinant DNA
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techniques would be difficult to justify merely for
the purpose of validating its detection in a tryptic
map. Thus we have taken a different approach to
testing the method against such modifications
(real and hypothetical) employing the use of syn-
thetic peptides. For example, a peptide corre-
sponding to a hypothetical TyrH51-to-GlnH51

mutation, [Gln51]H45–68, was prepared by solid-
phase synthesis and then spiked into the standard
tryptic digest of anti-CD4 IgG1 as shown in Fig.
14. The only difference between the data obtained
for the synthetic peptide in Fig. 14 and those for
an actual TyrH51-to-GlnH51 mutation is that the
latter would manifest itself by a concurrent de-

Fig. 11. Overlay plots (215 nm) of two regions of the map revealing changes to the digest upon extended storage at room
temperature in polypropylene autosampler vials.
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Table 3
Limits-of-detection (LOD) for structural variants of anti-RSV IgG1 as determined by tryptic mapping

rt (min) ModifiedModification rt (min)Parent LOD (mole%)

H253–259Air oxidation of Met H256 29.7 [Met(O)256]H253–259 25.1 5
48.2 [Met(O)432]H421–443H421–443 41.2/41.5Air oxidation of Met H432 10

H45–68Tyr-to-Gln mutation at H51 55.3 [Gln51]H45–68 51.8 2
Tyr-to-Gln mutation at H411 H397–413 52.0 [Gln411]H397–413 49.2 15

13.8/14.0 H297–305 aglycanH297–305 glycans 15.9Nonglycosylated heavy chain 5
H444–450Residual C-terminal Lys H451 28.3 H444–451 26.8 10

62.9Deamidation at Asn H319 [b-Asp319]H306–321H306–321 62.6 5

Fig. 12. Tryptic mapping of anti-CD4 following mild hydrogen peroxide oxidation to convert methionine (Met) residues to
methionine sulfoxide residues (Met(O)). Detection at 215 and 280 nm.
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crease in the 55.3 min peak for ‘wild-type’ H45–
68 in addition to the increase in the [Gln51]H45–
68 peak at 51.8 min.

Despite this slight imperfection in the synthetic
peptide approach to the problem, we still obtain
the desired retention time and profile for the peak

Fig. 13. Estimation of the limit-of-detection (LOD) for oxidation of methionine H432 to methionine sulfoxide. The overlayed
chromatograms are of mixtures of the tryptic digest of oxidized anti-CD4 IgG1 with that of a control. The numbers refer to the
percentage of the oxidized anti-CD4 IgG1 in the mixture. The [Met(O)432]H421–443 peptide is a racemic mixture of diastereomers
(chiral sulfur atom). A LOD of 5% was estimated from these data.

Fig. 14. Estimation of the limit-of-detection (LOD) for the hypothetical single-site mutation, TyrH51-to-GlnH51, as determined by
spiking the standard tryptic digest with the specified mole percentages of the synthetic peptide, [Gln51]H45–68. An LOD of 2% was
estimated from these data (see summary of LODs in Table 3).
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Fig. 15. Estimation of the limit-of-detection (LOD) for nonglycosylated heavy chain (NGHC), as determined by spiking the standard
tryptic digest with the specified mole percentages of the synthetic peptide, H297–305 (aglyco). An LOD of 5% was estimated from
these data (see summary of LODs in Table 3).

of the modified peptide and an estimate for the
LOD. Based on the data in Fig. 14, an LOD of �
2% does not seem unreasonable for the hypotheti-
cal TyrH51-to-GlnH51 mutation. This LOD is
relatively low simply because the peak for
[Gln51]H45–68 happens to occur in a favorably flat
portion of the map. In contrast, we also tested the
method for another hypothetical Tyr-to-Gln muta-
tion at residue H411 by the use of a synthetic
[Gln411]H397–413 and estimate the LOD at �
15%. The much higher LOD for the hypothetical
Tyr-to-Gln mutation at residue H411 is simply due
to the fact that [Gln411]H397–413 happens to elute
as a shoulder on the descending slope of an existing
peak in the map for H375–396.

We also used synthetic peptides to measure
LOD’s for nonglycosylated heavy-chain (NGHC)
shown in Fig. 15, residual C-terminal lysine H451,
and deamidation via cyclic imide of asparagine
H319. The results in this section are summarized in
Table 3. Note that, of all the modified tryptic frag-
ments studied, the [b-Asp319]H306–321 is the only
one that normally occurs to a detectable amount in
the standard (unspiked) map. It’s worthwhile to
point out that the presence of 20% [b-
Asp319]H306–321 in tryptic map is not because this
residue is deamidated in the original protein refer-

ence standard. The AsnH319 residue is actually
deamidated by the application of the method to the
extent of �20%. In other words, the method itself
causes partial deamidation of certain asparagine
residues (primarily at Asn–Gly sites) and �20%
[b-Asp319]H306–321 is normally present in the
map as a ‘method artifact’. The partial deamida-
tion of asparagine residues during the peptide map-
ping procedure is a well known phenomenon [30].
Deamidation at AsnH319, then, is detected not by
the appearance of a new peak but by the increase in
an existing peak for this modified peptide. Several
of the synthetic peptides happen to coelute with ex-
isting peaks in the map but [b-Asp319]H306–321 is
the only one tested that is actually present to begin
with in the unspiked map.

The particular chemical modifications that one
may want to validate the detection of in a peptide
map will depend, of course, on the particular
protein and expression host. The above example of
nonglycosylated heavy chain, i.e. the occupancy of
a glycosylation site, is relevant to the mammalian
cell culture system used to produce anti-CD4. Ex-
pression in E. coli, on the other hand, might war-
rant the detection of residual N-terminal methio-
nine [4] or incorporation of norleucine in place of
methionine by mistranslation of the gene [35].
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3.5. Method precision (repeatability) and its
system precision component

Method precision was tested by running the
entire method for five separate replicate sets of
test articles, both lyophilized dosage form (Lyo)
and bulk biological substance (BBS), and refer-
ence standard (Ref Std) in parallel (15 samples
total). Injections were in the sequence: blank, Ref
Std c1, BBS c1, Lyo c1, Ref Std c2, BBS
c2, Lyo c2, Ref Std c3,… Lyo c5. System
precision was measured separately by running six
consecutive RP–HPLC injections from six repli-
cate portions of a single pooled digest of the
reference standard. The system precision is mea-
sured with all sample variability eliminated and is
thus the instrument or system component of the

overall method precision. The system repeatability
is by definition, then, always less than or equal to
the method repeatability. The method precision is
the important limiting parameter to be evaluated
in the method validation. However, it is often
useful to measure the system repeatability sepa-
rately in order develop system suitability criteria.

Fig. 16 shows an example of an integrated
chromatogram from the system precision study
juxtaposed with a scatter plot of peak area %RSD
(n=6) for the 44 individual integrated peaks.
Relative retention times (versus H126–127 at 41.4
min) and relative peak areas (percentage of total
peak area) were also compiled for these 44 peaks.
Retention time precision is almost entirely a func-
tion of the particular HPLC system. These preci-
sion data were acquired with a sampling interval

Fig. 16. System precision: Peak area %RSD (n=6) by peak. Integrated chromatogram for reference standard replicate c1 in system
precision study. Integration parameters (HP Chemstation): Threshold= −0.300, Area reject=160.00, Peak width=0.200.
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of 0.64 s on a Hewlett Packard 1090M LC system
equipped with the DR5 fluidics. A water blank
was placed in the sequence immediately before the
first of the six replicate sample injections to elimi-
nate any ‘first run’ effects and thus make the
operation of the six consecutive sample runs as
homogeneous as possible. A water blank was run
first for all analyses as a standard practice stipu-
lated in the written method.

Average retention times (rt–avg) and standard
deviations (SD) across the six replicate injections
(n=6) were tabulated for each of the 44 individ-
ual integrated peaks. The SD values covered the
range from 0.0075 min for the broad tailing peak
for the H349–364 peptide (rt–avg=37.4 min) to
0.0011 min for the H126–137 peak (rt–avg=41.4
min) with an average SD across all 44 peaks
(n=44) of 0.0041 min (0.25 s). These highly pre-
cise values are a direct measure of the gradient
formation provided by the diaphragm pumping
system of the HP 1090M instrument. These values
are quite good when one considers that the gradi-
ent program is 105 min in duration. Often it is
useful to convert absolute retention times to rela-
tive retention times in order to minimize variabil-
ity due to gradual drifts in operating conditions
and/or instrument performance. Relative reten-
tion times (rt–rel) were calculated for the current
data set by subtracting each retention time from
that of the H126–137 peak (rt–avg=41.43 min).
Note that the average SD (n=44) for the rt–rel
values is 0.0039 min versus the average SD (n=
44) of 0.0041 min found for the absolute retention
time values (Table 6). This demonstrates the ad-
vantage of using relative values, which is actually
very minimal in this case due to the very precise
raw data from this instrument. Scatter plots of SD
versus rt and SD versus rt–rel did not show any
apparent trends, i.e. they were random dis-
tributions.

The parameter of peak area in Table 6 is quite
a bit more complex than that of retention time.
The overall system precision of all the peak areas
in the map is influenced primarily by the precision
of the instrument sample injection (80 ml) and the
computer algorithm for integration of the peak
areas (data processing software). The first of these
factors, the variability in injection volume, can be

effectively eliminated by converting absolute peak
areas to relative peak areas (%A). In addition to
these two general factors, the precision for a given
peak in the map depends on its particular profile,
i.e. area, width, tailing, etc. For example, note
that the peak with the least precise percent area
(%RSD=14.8) is that of the H331–338 peptide
eluting at 29.4 min (Fig. 16). This high variability
in area for the H331–338 peak is due to its being
partially fused to (i.e. coeluting with) the preced-
ing peak for H444–445 (Fig. 16). Another exam-
ple of very imprecise peaks are the pair of
extremely broad and tailing peaks for the H349–
364 peptide centered at �37 min (Fig. 16). The
H349–364 peptide (sequence: EPQVYTLPP-
SRDELTK) contains a Pro–Pro bond that under-
goes a slow cis-trans isomerization. The
broadening and ‘splitting’ of RP–HPLC peaks as
a result of this slow cis-trans isomerization of
some Pro–Pro and Pro–Xaa bonds is well docu-
mented in the literature [36,37].

The peak with the most precise %A (%RSD=
0.60) is the largest peak in the map, that for the
H152–214 peptide (the largest tryptic fragment)
eluting at 66.5 min. It stands to reason that the
H152–214 peak area is the most precise as it has
a favorable chromatographic profile and the large
area and narrowness combine to minimize errors
resulting from variability in setting the base-line,
i.e. setting the ‘lift-off’ and ‘set-down’ points. The
scatter-plot of %RSD versus A%–avg in Fig. 17
shows a general trend for the precision of the
peak area to increase with increasing peak area.
This trend is due to the larger relative error
(%RSD) contributed by variability in setting the
base-line for smaller peaks. Although the average
%RSD for %A–avg across all 44 peaks is 2.59
(Table 6), this value is 1.76 if one excludes the
extremely high %RSD values for H331–338,
H349–364a, H349–364b, and [Asp388]H375–
396. Excluding these four peaks, an average
%RSD of 1.76 is a more typical value for the map
as a whole as can be seen in the scatter-plot in
Fig. 17.

The method repeatability was evaluated by run-
ning five separate analyses (n=5) of both lyophile
and BBS versus the reference standard (15 vials
total run in parallel. Exactly the same compilation
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Fig. 17. Scatter-plot of the percent relative standard deviation (%RSD) versus percent area average (%A–avg) for the system
precision peak data summarized in Table 6.

of data as was done for the system precision data
in Table 5 was also done for these 15 chro-
matograms. Summaries for the reference standard
and the lyophile and BBS test articles are shown in
Tables 7–9. It is interesting to compare the ‘bot-
tom-line’ average values (n=44) of SD and
%RSD for the reference standard from the method
repeatability study in Table 7 to those from the
system repeatability study in Table 5. The most
obvious observation is that all four average values
from the method repeatability study are higher
than the corresponding values from the system
repeatability study (SD: 0.0190 versus 0.0041 for
rt–avg, 0.0081 versus 0.0039 for rt–rel–avg;
%RSD: 11.05 versus 2.44 for A–avg, and 3.16
versus 2.59 for %A–avg). This illustrates the basic
principle that method precision can never be better
than its system precision component. Notice also
the much greater improvement in the averages for
the method precision results when relative (nor-
malized) values are used for peak areas and reten-
tion times (%A and rt–rel) instead of the absolute
values (A and rt). The use of %A values removes
the trivial variability in the total area under the
chromatogram (sum of absolute peak areas) due
to minor differences in overall sample recovery.

Note also that the difference between the %RSD
for %A–avg and that for A–avg gives an indica-
tion of this variability in overall sample recovery.
Essentially the same average results can be seen
for the BBS and lyophile samples (Table 4)

Consider these method precision data in a dif-
ferent way. Rather than analyze the data as three
separate sets of five chromatograms for reference
standard, BBS, and lyophile, it is perhaps more to
the point to consider the data as five replicate
analyses of lyophile and BBS consisting of three
chromatograms each. This is the routine perfor-
mance of the method for a BBS and lyophile
replicated five times. The analysis of the data for
the test articles (BBS and lyophile) then involves a
close visual comparison of the chromatogram to
that of the reference standard to ascertain identity.
In other words, do the two peptide maps or
‘finger-prints’ match each other within the limits
of experimental error? The answer to that question
for these five replicate analyses, by visual inspec-
tion, was yes (pass) for all ten test articles. There-
fore, the intra-assay repeatability of the method,
for BBS and lyophile, as defined by the actual
acceptance criteria for the method, is established.
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Having thus satisfied this element of the valida-
tion, let us go somewhat beyond what is required,
for the purposes of this study, and try to make
some kind of quantitative measure of how closely
two peptide maps are matched based on inte-
grated peak areas, for example. Firstly, however,
it is important to point out that close human
visual inspection (preferably by a highly trained
analyst) is currently the very best means of com-
paring two peptide maps to find differences be-
tween them. Quantitative or numerical methods
to analyze the data should only be used to aug-
ment the visual inspection.

For the purposes of this study, let us define the
quantity, �D%A �, as the absolute value of the
difference in percent area (%A) for a peak in the
map of the test article from the %A for that peak
in the map of the reference standard. Average
values of �D%A �, averaged across the five replicate
analyses (n=5) were tabulated for all 44 peaks.
Summing these average �D%A � values across the
44 peaks for the lyophile and BBS test articles
gave values 7.7, and 8.4%, respectively. This
value, S�D%A �, then, is the sum total of all 44
values for �D–%A � for the 44 integrated peaks in
the test article map versus reference standard
map. The value, S�D–%A �, then, is a crude quan-
titative measure (‘score’) of how closely the map
(‘finger-print’) of test article ‘matches’ that of the
reference standard.

How much, if any, of S�D%A � represents real
differences between the two maps and how much
is simply due to spurious differences caused by

trivial variations in the machine integration? An
estimate of the base-line contribution to S�D%A �
from such trivial errors (‘noise’) can be estimated,
for instance, by calculating for the system preci-
sion data set by taking the difference between
successive replicates of reference standard. Since
these samples are replicate injections of exactly
the same pooled digest the resulting value for
S�D%A � represents pure ‘noise’ absent of any real
differences between the replicates. For the system
repeatability data, we obtained a S�D%A � value of
2.1% for the replicate pairs, c2− c1, c3−
c2, c4− c3, c5− c4, and c6− c5. The
same type of calculation for the separately pre-
pared reference standard replicates from the
method precision data yielded an only slightly
higher value of 2.2%. Thus, a portion of S�D%A �
representing �2% of the total peak area under
the map (n=44) can be attributed simply to
trivial variations in the integrated peak areas
(‘noise’). Any portion of S�D%A � above 2%, then,
represents the sum of real differences between test
article and reference standard maps.

It should be apparent that a single numerical
score, such as S�D%A �, however interesting and
perhaps even useful from theoretical and statisti-
cal standpoints, is nonetheless grossly inferior to
human visual inspection as a means of spotting
differences between two maps and judging iden-
tity. Our main purpose in defining this quantity is
for use as a response factor for the fractional
factorial study of method robustness in a latter
section of the validation study.

Table 4
Summary of results for system precision and method precision

Experiment n %RSD peak areaaSample(s) SD retention time (min)a

Absolute (area) Relative (%A) Absolute (rt) Relative (rt–rel)

System precision: Ref Std (pooled) 6 2.44 2.59 0.0041 0.0039

Method precision: 5 0.00810.01903.16Ref Std 11.05
5 6.49BBS 3.09 0.0068 0.0067

Lyo 5 6.84 4.02 0.0073 0.0065

a The percent relative standard deviation (%RSD) standard deviation (SD), for the specified number of chromatograms (n), were
computed using average values (across 44 integrated peaks in Fig. 16) are for absolute and relative peak areas and retention times.
Relative peak area (%A) expresses the area as a percentage of the total area under the 44 peaks in the same chromatogram. The
relative retention time (rt–rel) expresses the retention time as a difference versus the H126–137 peak in the same chromatogram.
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Fig. 18. Preliminary evaluation of commercial trypsin preparations as possible alternative vendors to the Worthington c3740
trypsin specified by the method.

3.6. Ruggedness and robustness

The ‘ruggedness’ of the method was evaluated
for day-to-day, analyst-to-analyst, laboratory-to-
laboratory reproducibility, etc. An inter-labora-
tory study was also conducted with the quality
control laboratory at the manufacturing site. The
lot-to-lot consistency of the column and the
trypsin were also studied and suitable alternative

vendors for these two critical materials identified.
A preliminary evaluation of three different

trypsin preparations from Sigma (Fig. 18) re-
vealed that the bovine TPCK-Treated bovine pan-
creatic trypsin from Sigma (catc T-8642) was the
most equivalent of these to the TPCK-treated
bovine pancreatic trypsin from Worthington
(catc 3740) specified by the method. Note that
while we have found the Sigma cT-8642 trypsin
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to the most suitable alternative trypsin prepara-
tion, the method could almost certainly be run
successfully with the other two commercial
trypsin preparations that were tested and proba-
bly others that were not tested. The differences
between the RP–HPLC profiles for most of these
different commercial trypsin preparations are rel-
atively minor (Fig. 18). Moreover, while we have
taken some pains in the development of this
method to choose the highest quality commercial
trypsin preparation from a reliable vendor, this
reagent is not so critical to the method that it
could not be replaced by an equivalent reagent if
necessary.

The vendor-to-vendor and lot-to-lot variability
of the trypsin was evaluated for two bottles each
from two different lots of trypsin from Worthing-
ton and two bottles each from one lot of trypsin
from Sigma. A pooled aliquot of carboxymethy-
lated anti-CD4 was divided into six 0.5 ml por-
tions and digested exactly according to the
method using the above six trypsin preparations.
All of the resulting RP–HPLC maps compared
favorably to the historical profile and to each
other. The slight differences in the RP–HPLC
profiles for these different samples are very subtle
and apparently related primarily to slight differ-
ences in the extent of digestion, which is directly
proportional to the specific activity of the particu-
lar lot of trypsin. The method is sufficiently
rugged that typical lot-to-lot variation in specific
activity of the trypsin does not significantly affect
the results. Thus the method requires only that 10
ml of 1 mg ml−1 trypsin be added to 0.5 ml of
carboxymethylated anti-CD4 and makes no ex-
plicit mention of specific activity. However, the
analyst should be aware of the specific activity of
the trypsin employed and document the lot num-
bers. In summary, these experiments indicate that
the method is sufficiently rugged that variability
in the commercial trypsin should not affect the
routine results significantly and we have identified
a suitable alternative vendor.

We carried out preliminary experiments to
identify a suitable alternative vendor for the Vy-
dac 218TP54 RP–HPLC column (4.6×250 mm)
specified by the method. Both of the 4.6×250
mm columns tested, a Zorbax 300SB-C8 column

and a Phenomenex Jupiter C-18 column, gave
suitable results. The Zorbax column was chosen
as the alternative vendor for the ruggedness study.
As seen in Fig. 19, the Zorbax column gives
essentially the same overall RP–HPLC map but
with significant specific differences. If it is ever
necessary to replace the standard column with an
alternative ‘equivalent’ column, these various dif-
ferences between the two RP–HPLC profiles
could be reconciled (‘correlated’) readily via LC/
ESI-MS analysis. In other words, LC/ESI-MS
allows a rapid and complete reassignment of the
peak identities without repeating the N-terminal
Edman sequencing and other analyses used for
the initial comprehensive characterization the
original map. The vendor-to-vendor and lot-to-lot
variability was evaluated for two columns each
from two different lots from Vydac and two
columns each from one lot from Zorbax with
satisfactory results.

We validated the ‘robustness’ of the method
when challenged with the perturbations of se-
lected key operating parameters from the reduc-
tion/carboxymethylation/digestion portion in
Table 5. We tried to choose factors important to
the practice of the method and ranges that are
practical and appropriate. To estimate the main
effects of all seven factors, a fraction (1/16) of two
level full factorial design [38] was used including
‘center runs’ at standard conditions. The full ex-
periment is shown Table 6. Duplicate RP–HPLC
runs of the nine samples were made in the order
c1–1, c2–2, c3–3, etc. followed by c1–2,
c2–2, c3–2, etc. The highly multivariate na-
ture of peptide mapping data makes it exceedingly
difficult to define a ‘response factor’ or factors
needed to interpret such statistically-designed vali-
dation experiments. We began by determining
values of S�D%A �, as defined in the precision
section, for c1–1 versus the control c2–1 run
(center-point), c3–1 versus c2–1, c4–1 ver-
sus c2–1, etc. and also c1–2 versus c2–2,
c3–2 versus c2–2, c4–2 versus 2–2, etc.
These values of S�D%A � are listed in Table 6 and
range from a low of 2.2% for runs c7–1 and
c9–1 to a high of 7.6% for c4–1. The low
value of 2.2% is virtually the same as that found
for the system precision data, i.e. it represents
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almost pure ‘noise’ with no significant differences
between the test chromatogram and the control.
the high value of 7.6% is not any higher than was
found for the method precision data (7.7 and
8.4%, respectively for the lyophile and BBS test
articles). Thus, we conclude that the peptide map
is largely unaffected by the various combinations
of the seven factors A–G, within the limits tested
(Table 5). This conclusion was verified by close
visual inspection of the RP–HPLC data.

One interesting observation on the robustness
study is that the two digests that showed the
highest S�D%A � responses are runs c6 and c3,

with a combination of factors E–G, substrate/en-
zyme ratio, digestion temperature, and digestion
time, that would be predicted to give the greatest
and least extents of proteolysis, respectively (Fig.
20). The characteristic changes in the RP–HPLC
tryptic map as a function of the extent of diges-
tion were studied in considerable detail early in
the development and optimization of this method.
The peaks in the map that change with extended
digestion are those associated with very slow tryp-
tic cleavages (‘partial’ cleavages) and the minor
‘chymotryptic-like’ activity that only begins to
assert itself after the tryptic cleavage is far ad-

Fig. 19. Preliminary evaluation of a Zorbax RP–HPLC column as a possible alternate vendor to the Vydac column specified by the
method.
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Fig. 20. Integrated chromatograms for Runs c1, c2 (center-point), and c4 from fractional factorial robustness study in Table
6. Note differences in extent of trypsin digestion for the very slowly-cleaved LysH226–ThrH227 bond as seen by the relative peak areas
for H223–252 (60.3 min) and H227–252 (61.2 min).
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Table 5
List of factors and ranges for ruggedness study

Factor Unit Low–high (%)

A: dithiothreitol 22.5–27.5mmol
(910%)

B: sodium idoacetate mmol 54–66
(910%)

C: time of reduction 20–40Min
(930%)

Min 30–50D: time of alkylation
(920%)

90–110E: substrate/enzyme (weight/
weight) (910%)

F: temperature of digestion °C 35–39
(95%)

100–140MinG: time of digestion
(920%)

most prominent ‘chymotryptic’ clip in the map is
at the Leu410–Tyr411 bond in the H397–413 pep-
tide (52 min) to generate the H397–411 peak (58
min). These two cleavages are sensitive indicators
of the extent of digestion.

The chromatograms in Fig. 20 also illustrate
the limitations of machine integration for certain
‘problem peaks’ that were alluded to earlier. Note
the inconsistent results for L8–29 (32 min), the
extremely broad H349–346 peaks (36 min),
H138–152 (39 min), and others. The troublesome
and laborious nature of peak integration for ‘non-
ideal’ and complex chromatographic data, such as
this peptide mapping data, has given us impetus
to look into alternative modes of data processing.
Recently, we have begun to explore the use of
principle component analysis (PCA) for analysing
the unintegrated chromatographic raw data itself
[39–41]. The chromatogram is treated in a very
general statistical sense as a data set of n points,
where n is the number of samplings of intensity
across the chromatogram. Values for n of several

vanced. The best gauge of the extent of digestion
for humanized antibodies, such as anti-CD4, is
the ratio of peak areas for H223–252 (60 min)
and H227–252 (59 min) arising from the very
slow cleavage of the Lys226–Thr227 bond. The

Table 6
Fractional factorial ruggedness study with respect to factors A–G in Table 5a

Run PCA t [2]PCA t [1]S�D %A �GFEDCBA

1003911050 695.7205422.59–1 2.2 −27.2
39 100 2.69–2 116.422.5 31.054 20 50 110

27.5 54 20 30 906–1 39 140 5.3 440.8 −21.6
6–2 5427.5 −2.7−407.45.014039903020
3–1 204.0471.03.41403530206622.5 110

30206622.53–2 110 35 140 3.5 −643.9 123.6
35 100 7.6 301.8 68.24–1 27.5 66 20 50 90
35 1004–2 7.427.5 −464.5 57.066 20 50 90

4022.5 54 −445.3230.83.61403590505–1
22.55–2 40 −400.43.854 140359050 20.9

7–1 27.3619.32.21003530405427.5 110
30405427.57–2 110 35 100 3.0 −209.4 66.2

39 100 3.0 560.2 2.68–1 22.5 66 40 30 90
39 100 4.3 37.9 38.78–2 22.5 66 40 30 90

−80.9−35.15.8140391101–1 50406627.5
39 140 5.4 −775.11–2 −81.727.5 66 40 50 110

25.0 60 30 40 1002–1 37 120 73.5183.70
40306025.02–2 −53.5−721.8012037100

a Factors A–G are defined in Table 5. Response values are given for the integrated peak areas as S�D%A �, i.e. sums (n=44 peaks)
of absolute differences versus the control runs, 2–1 and 2–2, respectively. Response values from the principal component analysis
(PCA) of the chromatographic raw data (n=3188 points per 85 min chromatogram, i.e. 0.63 Hz sampling rate) are given as
projections on the two principal component axes, t [1] and t [2], for the data as plotted in Fig. 21. See text for explanations of these
response factors.
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Fig. 21. Ellipse plot (95% confidence limits) of ruggedness data
in Table 6 on the two principal component axes (PCA).

its speed and ease of application for complex
data.

4. Conclusions

The rapid peptide mapping of many samples in
parallel is now much more practical. For example,
the 15 samples for the method precision study
above were prepared in parallel by a single analyst
within 1 working day. The RP–HPLC step is, of
course, fully automated. The carboxymethylated
protein and the tryptic digest can be stored frozen
at −70°C and a ‘frozen archive’ can thus be
maintained and samples readily retrieved and re-
analyzed upon demand.

Some subtle changes to the tryptic digest upon
standing in the autosampler, such as the slow
partial conversion of N-terminal Gln to pGlu, are
practically unavoidable. However, for a validated
method, it is advisable to study the stability of the
digest and account for any observed changes.

As observed in this study, and independently
[20], the CH3 disulfide-loop region in a humanized
IgG1 is extremely reluctant to unfold. As a conse-
quence of this disulfide remaining intact, this en-
tire immunoglobulin domain emerges intact from
the trypsin digestion; i.e. it is not proteolysed. In
our hands, the incomplete reduction of this
disulfide resulted from incomplete dissolution of
the sample pellet in the denaturing buffer (6 M
guanidine buffer). Once this potential problem is
understood it can easily be prevented [27].
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